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1. Opening of the LE TG Sessions

2. Revision and approval of the LE TG Agenda

3. Approval of the Minutes for Session #38 – doc. IEEE 802.16h-05/015r1

4. Input contributions discussion and approval
   – Topics order
   – Accept the two late contributions
Operational issues

IEEE C802.16h-05/028
  • Message reported by SSs and share DB updating for neighbor discovery

IEEE C802.16h-05/029
  • Common PHY issue & Messages for Neighbor Discovery Using CTS

IEEE C802.16h-05/032
  • BS IP address transmission using Cognitive Signaling and some editorials
LE Task Group Agenda - 3

Working Document
IEEE C802.16h-05/030
  - Some issue to be fixed up for the working document of 802.16h-05/017
IEEE C802.16h-05/031r2
  Architecture clarification and Coexistence Protocol messages cleaning
IEEE C802.16h-05/033
  Comments on Interference Detection and Prevention; General Architecture and Implementation Considerations|

Security approach
IEEE C802.16h-05/027r1
  Privacy key management for BSs and BSISs in 802.16 LE Systems
LE Task Group Agenda - 4

5. Discussion on mapping the working document to a standard
   - 802.16f example
   - Allocation of Chapters

6. Explain the need for security

7. Elements for the next Call for contributions

8. A.O.B.

9. Close the meeting